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By all accounts, Patrick Lee was having too good a time at the Mercy Lounge, a Nashville rock club.
He'd commenced the September 2005 evening by dropping a few hits of acid. Before long, the 21year-old was tripping and determined to climb onstage. A bouncer eighty-sixed him and called the
cops, who, according to witnesses, found Lee outside the club, babbling incoherently. Things went
downhill fast. Lee made a move toward an officer and was hit with pepper spray. He ran a few feet and
stripped off his clothes. The cops deployed their Tasers, jolting Lee 19 times in all. By the time
paramedics arrived, witnesses say, he was unresponsive. He died 39 hours later. The cause, a county
medical examiner concluded, was "excited delirium."

For the past five years, this has been a common conclusion in deadly incidents involving Tasers, and
the nation's top seller of electric stun guns prefers it that way; Taser International Inc. has twice sued
medical examiners who cited its products as a contributing factor in a subject's death. At the same
time, the company aggressively promotes awareness of excited delirium, an ill-defined condition that
helps it fend off lawsuits. Thanks partly to testimony from a cast of ED proponents, several with

financial ties to the company, Taser has lost just one wrongful-death case at trial out of 33 filed against
it since 2001. (Dozens more lawsuits are pending.)
Taser's lone courtroom defeat, which it may appeal, involves Robert Heston, a California meth user
who died after 25 jolts. Last June, the family's lawyers convinced a jury that Heston most likely died
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not of ED, but rather of cardiac arrest due to metabolic acidosis—a temporary state in agitated
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individuals that may be exacerbated by excessive Tasering, recent animal studies indicate. But in
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January, a suit by Patrick Lee's parents was dismissed after Taser argued that excited delirium was the
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culprit. "We look at excited delirium as a responsibility-shifting mechanism," says Peter Williamson, an
attorney for the Hestons. "It's a way for the police department, the officer, and Taser to shift
responsibility to the victim."
The company insists its devices never kill, but Amnesty International, the only organization to have
compiled data on the issue, says there have been 334 fatalities following Taser jolts since 2001. In 69
of these cases, autopsy reports specifically cited ED as a cause of death.
"Of all in-custody deaths [not involving firearms], excited delirium syndrome is the most common
form," notes Vincent Di Maio, a Taser expert witness, retired Texas medical examiner, and coauthor of
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the 2005 book Excited Delirium Syndrome: Cause of Death and Prevention.
But as a medical condition, the term is meaningless. "We have no idea what any of the causes are,
what the biology behind it might be, what underlies it, how being in this state leads to death with
supposedly some intervention with a Taser or other force," says Matthew Stanbrook, a faculty member
at the University of Toronto medical school.
Purported ED signs range from "bizarre" behavior to sweating and high body temperature, attraction to
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shiny objects or glass, foaming at the mouth, a penchant for disrobing, aggression, and superhuman
strength. Such symptoms could result from "alcohol withdrawal, acute schizophrenia, bipolar disease,
stimulant drug intoxication, psychological illness plus stimulant drugs, hypoglycemia, an infection of
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the brain. I could go on," says Christine Hall, a Canadian ER physician who researches in-custody
deaths.
"The bottom line is this," says Andrew Dennis, a Chicago surgeon, part-time police officer, and medical
researcher who coauthored three studies of Taser's effects on swine. "You have a lot of people who are
acting psychotic, and often law enforcement is asked to deal with them. Some subgroup of this
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population is going to die, and we don't know why. This potential at-risk group is the quote-unquote

concerned, everything discussed about excited delirium is conjecture."
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None of these concerns have stopped Taser from talking up ED in training sessions, literature, and
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excited delirium group. But there are no common threads to identify this at-risk group. As far as I'm

court filings. The company attends conferences for police chiefs and medical examiners, where it
distributes ED-related literature, and has doled out free copies of Di Maio's book. It also sends
unsolicited materials to medical examiners when an in-custody death occurs in their jurisdiction. In
2002, Taser released a statement for police to use if someone died in a Taser-related incident. "We
regret the unfortunate loss of life," it begins. "There are many cases where excited delirium caused by
various mental disorders or medical conditions, that may or may not include drug use, can lead to a
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fatal conclusion."
The expression first appeared in medical documents in the 1800s, and for a time it was associated with
deaths in asylums. It fell into disuse during the 1950s and was revived in the 1980s, essentially to
describe the agitated state of cocaine addicts. Since then, ED has been the subject of dozens of articles
aimed at law enforcement. (Among the authors are Jeffrey Ho, an ER doctor whom Taser pays to
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conduct studies and testify—he got $70,000 during a recent 12-month stretch—and Mark Kroll, a
member of Taser's science advisory board who has cashed in at least $2.5 million in company stock
options.)
The term has also gained traction among medical examiners and coroners. "People are looking for an
explanation for some of these deaths," notes Stanbrook, "and this syndrome provides an answer that's
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convenient." (In an unpublished survey last year by a national medical examiners group, 67 of 187 MEs
said Taser's litigiousness would affect their conclusions in cases involving stun guns.) Last October,
prompted by the term's growing popularity in law enforcement, the American College of Emergency
Physicians resolved to study whether ED should be considered as a diagnosis.
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Several people I spoke with credit Taser for helping popularize excited delirium. Dennis, the surgeoncop, first heard the term, he says, at a company training session five years ago; Shao-Hua Lu, a
psychiatrist who treats addicts at Vancouver General Hospital, hadn't heard of ED before 2007, when
he began working on a Canadian government probe of Taser safety. "No [practicing] medical doctor
would write down 'delirium' on a death certificate as a cause of death," says Lu, who trains Canadian
Mounties to identify mental health problems, including various forms of delirium, in their subjects. "I
don't understand why MEs would write that."
Taser insists that any corporate outreach involving ED relates to safe use of its products. "We don't
teach anything about excited delirium," says spokesman Steve Tuttle. "We let law enforcement
agencies know that they need to be aware of it."
WHAT IS ETHICAL STYLE?

But the company is remarkably tight with America's foremost ED training and advocacy business. The
Institute for the Prevention of In-Custody Deaths (IPICD) was cofounded by police trainer John Peters
and an old acquaintance, Michael Brave, Taser's national litigation counsel.
At the time, Peters later stated in a deposition, he was reworking his firm's training regimen after
hearing from other stun-gun merchants. "Some of the manufacturers said, you know, '[Police
departments] are paying out lots of money in these lawsuits, and it's hurting us because they don't
have money left over to buy our product.'"
In 2005, Peters filed corporate papers for the IPICD listing himself and Brave as the founding directors.
Within six months, the institute was leading eight-hour sessions at Taser's Scottsdale, Arizona,
compound, teaching cops to recognize ED and often touting Tasers as the most effective tool for
subduing agitated individuals. In the first two years, Brave estimated in a deposition, Taser paid
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$70,000 to $80,000 for the sessions. To date, Peters says, the IPICD has certified some 10,000 officers
worldwide as in-custody death prevention instructors.
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Taser also pays the way for Peters and IPICD instructor David Berman to speak at outside conferences,
directs business Peters' way, and helps plug the IPICD's annual conference in Las Vegas, where past
presenters have included Taser-backed researchers and employees. A flyer for last October's three-day
shindig, which drew 250 attendees, promised the "historic" opportunity to help form a "general
consensus about excited delirium that will then be published in leading medical, legal, and law
enforcement journals." As an expert witness for Taser, Peters charges $5,000 plus $2,750 per day; in
2007, he was paid about $42,000.
Peters sees nothing inappropriate about his Taser connections. "We are not aligned with them at all,"
he says, although "we did not distinguish ourselves enough" at the start. (Brave, now listed as an
inactive director, says he remains a legal adviser at IPICD.) In any case, the institute will continue in
its quest to entrench ED as a medical and psychological diagnosis, Peters says, "to quiet these folks"
who don't believe it exists.
These folks include Heston attorney John Burton, who, not surprisingly, finds the IPICD/Taser bond
problematic. "These guys want to help the police stop killing people, and they're trying to build a
liability defense for when they do," he says. "The two things are in direct conflict."
Brave, for his part, has nothing but contempt for the company's critics. "How much more damage are
we going to do to police officers by continuing to put forth this ignorant rhetoric?" he asks. "A druggie's
mommy hires a plaintiff's attorney, and now we need to blame someone. Do we blame the person who
sold them the drugs or the mommy who let them take the drugs or the kid who actually took the
drugs? No. We blame the police and Taser, because they were present at the time of death."
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great read

Submitted by n8 (not verified) on February 26, 2009 - 1:40pm.
This is a great read. I hope that it's getting plenty of traffic!

See the blog at www.Excited-Delirium.com (don't forget the dash)

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on February 26, 2009 - 3:57pm.
Crikey - I could have almost written this article myself. I've covered much of the same
issues on my blog over the past year or so.
One of the things I discovered was how many URLs Taser's lawyer Mr. Brave has
registered - URLs that include the words 'Excited' and 'Delirium'. I've found at least a
good half a dozen so far. And they've all been redirected to point to Taser's propaganda
front, the IPICDL (the Institute for the Prevention of In-Custody Death Lawsuits).
The blog, being based on over a year of part-time research and having almost 800 posts,
has documented several other very significant findings that would be of significant
interest to some people.
Cheerio.

the weapon makes easy questionable use

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on February 26, 2009 - 9:53pm.
we are told that every time a cop uses a taser he/she may be saving the target's life
because otherwise they would be shot with a gun.
what I have seen and experienced 1st hand is that some police will use the tazer as a
means of ending a conversation they dont want to have.
there are a lot of people who are upset, and many of them rightfully so.
thanks to all the people who helped keep me from going to jail for getting zaped.
(writhing on the ground screaming, "please stop" = resisting arrest)
http://bikeportland.org/2009/02/10/phil-sano-taser-trial-updates-from-day-two/

A Most Curious "Medical Condition"!

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on February 27, 2009 - 3:16am.
There has never been a diagnosis of "Excited Delirium" as a cause of death without a
Law Enforcement officer present or near the dying soul.
Are we to believe there is a legitimate medical diagnosis that requires a Police Officer to
be present?
Yeah! And perhaps the Easter Bunny really lays eggs too!

Are these Coroners who rule "Excited Delirium" caused so-and-so's death, serious?

Kudos & Question

Submitted by Charly D. Miller (not verified) on February 27, 2009 - 11:14am.
Dear Bernice; Your "Taser's Delirium Defense" is an EXCELLENT investigative report! It
was written in a clearly unbiased manner, but was in-depth enough to expose the truth
of Taser’s spurious interests and claims. Three cheers and mucho kudos! One question,
though: What do you mean by "the other ED"? Sincerely yours, CHAS (Ms. Charly D.
Miller)

The "other" ED?

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on February 27, 2009 - 12:35pm.
Ever heard of an "ED" Condition cured with Viagra, Charlie Miller?
Lots of turgid blood is involved, but few victims die. If they do die, at least they
are in bed.

Taser Research

Submitted by Norman Farrell (not verified) on March 5, 2009 - 9:25pm.
A U.S.cardiologist has recommendations for police that could help lower the risk of
killing someone with a stun gun.
However, Dr. Zian Tseng, an assistant professor in medicine at the University of
California at San Francisco, stressed that police officers should be made aware of the
potentially fatal consequences of using tasers.
“If you knew that the taser could potentially kill, obviously you wouldn’t pull it out as
quickly as if you thought it was completely safe,” Tseng said in a phone interview with
the Straight.
Tseng said that the high-voltage weapon has “almost zero” effect on the heart if it is not
fired on a person’s chest area.
“The vector over the heart is very important,” he said. “So one practical recommendation
would be is if it’s possible to avoid tasering the chest.”
full story:
http://www.straight.com/article-202807/cardiologist-offers-police-three-tips-reducingtaser-deaths

Tazer

Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on April 13, 2009 - 12:47pm.
Citizens, if you see someone being tazer'd by the police, take out your cell phone and
film it. Make the footage available to the person that was tazer'd for his or her future
legal actions against the police, free of charge. Only when people stop tolerating this
behavior by the police will it stop.

Lemme tell you a story about the 'Taser DriveBy' promotion...

Submitted by BlueBerryPickN on April 13, 2009 - 1:24pm.
about a year ago, Taser International had created a dummy 'agency' which was
featuring a tarted-up Hummer (Guardian One!) that was driving across Canada & the
US to promote 'saving officers & their Families'.
"Drive to Remember for Fallen Officers"

I was horrified.
I also discovered that Best Western in Vancouver was hosting this second year's 'charity'.
So I called the Vancouver number on the Taser Corp. press release.
I politely informed the Sands Resort GM & 'Taser Associate' that I was a reasonably welleducated & researched individual on the subject; that I'd worked in psychiatric facilities;
& that I felt there was little good to be said about Tasers, much less any good to be said
about their importation to Canada. As I started to say that I was disappointed in both
Best Western, the Sands Resort &...
He began SHRIEKING & SCREAMING on the phone, began slamming the phone onto a
solid surface & yowling like a cut cat with an expressive hostile vocabulary. Suffice to
say, he was swearing like a sailor & threatening if he 'could get his hands on me'.... I was
probably a fucking criminal anyway &...
I hung up.
I reported Mr. I'm a best example of emotionally-grounded & measured responses to
challenges of authority to Best Western Corporate, where I was told that they were
'concerned about his manners, but claimed they were *not* sponsoring Taser's
activities'. Oh really? funny, the press release said otherwise... & they're BOTH
internationally headquartered in Phoenix/Scottsdale, Arizona. funny, that.
...just a co-incidence...
On a side note, a CBC report indicates that 2/3 of taser 'subduings' in Canada were on
*unarmed citizens*. 'nuff said. They were skeered. They have BADGES... who needs
*social skills*?
- 10 Year Old threatened with Taser
- 15-year-old curfew buster Tasered by Mounties
Halifax judge slams police for using Taser on teen girl
Last Updated: Wed.30.Jan.08, CBC News
"The spectacle of a 17-year-old girl being Tasered in her bedroom is a very disturbing &
disconcerting one," Halifax Youth Court Judge Anne Derrick said in her ruling on the
charges of resisting arrest and assaulting a police officer.
"I find the police acted outside the scope of their authority in arresting [the girl] and that
she was entitled to resist & committed no offence in doing so, and I acquit her of the
charges before the court."
Derrick also found that the police escalated the situation leading to the arrest. The
teenager ... testified at trial that being struck by the jolt from the Taser felt like having a
"burning, open cut."
Human rights group condemns use of Taser on teen
Thursday, September 21, 2006,
Amnesty International is questioning the repeated use of a Taser gun on a 17-year-old
boy by police officers at a house party in Hampton, N.B. "Typically you wouldn't shoot
somebody 13 or 14 times, you'd only shoot them once," Buxton said. "It's important to
understand, of course, that the police very rarely shoot people with their guns and
unfortunately, they have this sort of tendency to pull out their Tasers and use them way
more often … when they're out they tend to get used multiple times and we think that's
excessive and abusive."
... RCMP Cpl. Gary Fournier is reviewing the incident ... Fournier said the Taser delivers a
big jolt, but it doesn't hurt as much as being struck by a police baton.
April 2008: RCMP shocked 16 people five times or more last year
==
"... tolerance of intolerance is cowardice..." ~ Ayaan Hirsi Ali.
"We, two, form a Multitude" ~ Ovid.
"Violence can only be concealed by a Lie, & the Lie can only be maintained by
Violence." ... "Any man, who has once proclaimed Violence as his Meth

"...rather of cardiac arrest

Submitted by Mason (not verified) on April 13, 2009 - 1:43pm.
"...rather of cardiac arrest due to metabolic acidosis—a temporary state in agitated
individuals that may be exacerbated by excessive Tasering, recent animal studies
indicate."
I'm dismayed that no one has commented on this -- the employment of this weapon
against animal subjects, likely larger ones such as dogs and pigs -- to determine how
much juice an animal can take before it dies. I can guarantee you that these animals are
not tasered while anesthetized.
Sick sick sick.
Worthy of another MJ article.
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Excited Delirium

Submitted by Doc (not verified) on April 13, 2009 - 3:55pm.
What's lacking in anyone's consideration of "Excited Delirium" is the answer to two
questions:
(1) Is ED a disease or a syndrome? A disease is a specific entity with a specific cause. A
syndrome is a collection of symptoms that can suggest a variety of conditions and may
have more than one possible cause. Delirium (not the excited variety) is a syndrome. It
is always a nonspecific symptom of an underlying medical condition. It does not--this is
important--suggest a cause.
If ED is also a syndrome, it most certainly can be caused by drugs of abuse, for example,
but this does not rule out the possibility of its being caused by, or exacerbated by, one or
more jolts with a Taser.
(2) If ED is a disorder, which defense attorneys and the IPICD are implying, then what
are the specific criteria for the diagnosis? A lot of symptoms were described. Which ones
and how many would confirm a diagnosis of ED? How would other causes--including
being hit with a Taser--be ruled out? It seems to me ED should be a diagnosis of
exclusion.
In my mind (I'm a physician), when looking at a person who has died after having had
symptoms of hyperthermia with muscle rigidity where the proximate cause of death is
cardiac arrest, it would be hard to exclude an electric jolt as a contributing factor. One
more thing: I agree with Shao-Hua Loo that delirium is a symptom that precedes death,
not a cause.
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